
 

 
 
  

 
 
 

“Peter is an A*-Player. An excellent 
technical architect, senior engineer and 

leader. He has a superb grasp of 
business/strategy which gives him a 

unique ability to understand the whole 
business and coalesce cross-functional 
teams around a common user-centric 

goal. He consistently distills and 
simplifies even the most complex 

apps/systems into elegant high 
performance machines. He is incredibly 

modest and keeps a low profile in the 
tech world despite regularly making 
contributions to several high-profile 

projects. If you ever get the chance to 
hire him as your CTO, take it; he will 

transform and level-up your 
team/product/company!” 

 
Nelson K. Correia 
Co-Founder DWYL 

 

   

Pieter Raubenheimer 
 

Architect & Technical Strategist  
 

 

Versatile technical leader motivated by a deep desire to identify 
understand and overcome challenging problems through lean 

thinking and iteration. Pieter has helped design and deliver 
products and projects for clients ranging from start-ups to FTSE 
listed companies. As an Interim he knows how important it is to 

focus on delivering value and he combines genuine customer 
orientation and commercial awareness with deeply technical 

hands-on engineering experience 
 

 
TRANSFORMATION 

 
● Delivered a highly successful natural language, live, distributed search 

and microservices proof-of-concept-to-pilot that ultimately lead to the 
creation of a new Labs department to foster innovation for an online 
travel company. 

   DELIVERY 
 

● Implemented architectural improvements to the inventory and product 
content data pipeline in AWS and enabling more integrations and 
intelligent data processing for a “one hour” delivery company. 

 

● Created a data streaming test rig and video publishing server for the 
Dream Team App. 

● Helped to validate a  microservices architecture and was a key 
contributor to the design of a continuous delivery pipeline for the new 
content platform for an international magazine company. 

●  Built native iPhone and Android apps with location directory, an 
Augmented Reality  discovery tool, and bookings and enquiries 
functionality an international e-commerce company. 

● Created  transactional parking payment hybrid iPhone and Android apps.  

● Built web and native transactional iOS app for a flower delivery company. 

● Built versions of Tube Exits for London, Madrid, Berlin and Paris. 

 

https://gro.team


